In this p a p e r we argue for an a l t e r n a t i v e w a y of designing coo p e r a t i v e c o n s t r a i n t solver s y s t e m s using a c o n t r o l -o r i e n t e d c o o r d i n a t i o n language. T h e i d e a is to take a d v a n t a g e of the c o o r d i n a t i o n features of M A N I F O L D for i m p r o v i n g t h e c o n s t r a i n t solver c o l l a b o r a t i o n l a n g u a g e of BALI. W e d e m o ns t r a t e t h e validity of our ideas b y p r e s e n t i n g t h e a d v a n t a g e s of such a realization and its (practical as well as conceptual) i m p r o v e m e n t s of c o n s t r a i n t solving. W e are convinced that c o o p e r a t i v e c o n s t r a i n t solving is intrinsically linked to coordination, a n d t h a t c o o r d i n a t i o n languages, mad M A N I F O L D in p a r t i c u l a r , o p e n new horizons for s y s t e m s like BALI.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
T h e need for c o n s t r a i n t solver c o l l a b o r a t i o n is widely recognized. T h e general a p p r o a c h consists of m a k i n g several solvers c o o p e r a t e in order t o process constraints t h a t could not be solved (at least n o t efficiently) by a single solver. BALI [21, 23, 22 ] is a r e a l i z a t i o n of such a system, in t e r m s of a l a n g u a g e for c o n s t r a i n t solver c o l l a b o r a t i o n a n d a language for c o n s t r a i n t p r o g r a m m i n g . Solver c o l l a b o r a t i o n is a glassbox m e c h a n i s m which enables one to link b l a c k -b o x tools, i.e., t h e solvers. BALi allows one to b u i l d solver collaborations (solver c o o p e r a t i o n [25] a n d solver c o m b i n a t i o n [17] ) by c o m p o s i n g c o m p o n e n t solvers using c o l l a b o r a t i o n primitives ( i m p l e m e n t i n g , e.g., sequential, concurrent, a n d parallel c o l l a b o r a t i o n schemes) a n d control p r i m i t i v e s (such as iterators, fixed-points~ a n d conditionals).
O n t h e o t h e r hand, t h e concept of c o o r d i n a t i n g a n u mb e r of activities, such t h a t t h e y can run concuxrently in a parallel a n d d i s t r i b u t e d fashion, has r e c e n t l y received wide a t t e n t i o n [4, 5] . T h e I W I M m o d e l [1, 2] (Ideal W o r k e r Ideal M a n a g e r ) is b a s e d on a c o m p l e t e s y m m e t r y b e t w e e n and decoupling of p r o d u c e r s a n d consumers, as well as a clear d i s t i n c t i o n between t h e c o m p u t a t i o n a l a n d t h e coordina- D u e to lack of explicit c o o r d i n a t i o n concepts a n d constructs, t h e i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of BALI does not fully realize its formal model: t h e t r e a t m e n t of d i s j u n c t i o n s a n d t h e search are j e o p a r d i z e d a n d this is not c o m p l e t e l y s a t i s f a c t o r y from a c o n s t r a i n t solving p o i n t of view. T h i s is m a i n l y due to two causes: (1) t h e d y n a m i c aspect of t h e formal m o d e l of BALI, a n d (2) the use of heterogeneous solvers, i.e. , solvers w r i t t e n in different p r o g r a m m i n g languages, w i t h different d a t a representations. O n l y a c o o r d i n a t i o n l a n g u a g e able to deal w i t h d y n a m i c processes a n d channels (creation, d u p l i c a t i o n , dis-/ r e -/ c o n n e c t i o n ) , a n d able to h a n d l e e x t e r n a l heterogeneous solvers ( 
routines for a u t o m a t i c d a t a conversions) can fullfi.1 t h e r e q u i r e m e n t s of t h e formal m o d e l of BALI a n d overcome t h e p r o b l e m of its c u r r e n t i m p l e m e n t a t i o n . T h i s guided us t h r o u g h t h e different c o o r d i n a t i o n m o d e l s a n d lead us to t h e I W I M model, a n d t h e M A N I F O L D language. C o o r d i n a t i o n a n d c o o p e r a t i v e c o n s t r a i n t solving are intrinsically linked. T h i s m o t i v a t e d our i n v e s t i g a t i o n of a new o r g a n i z a t i o n a l m o d e l for BALi b a s e d on M A N I F O L D . T h e results show a w i d e r -t h a n -e x p e c t e d range of implications. N o t only t h e s y s t e m can be i m p r o v e d in t e r m s of r o b u s tness= stability, a n d r e q u i r e d resources, b u t t h e c o n s t r a i n t solving a c t i v i t y itself is also i m p r o v e d t h r o u g h t h e resulting
clarity of search, efficient h a n d l i n g of t h e disjunctions, and m o d u l a r i t y . T h e s y s t e m can be i m p l e m e n t e d closer to its formal m o d e l and can be split up into t h r e e p a r t s : (1) a cons t r a i n t p r o g r a m m i n g activity, (2) a solver c o l l a b o r a t i o n language, and ( 3 ) a c o o r d i n a t i o n / c o m m u n i c a t i o n c o m p o n e n t . W e qualified ( a n d r o u g h l y quantified) t h e i m p r o v e m e n t s coo r d i n a t i o n languages, a n d m o r e specifically MANIFOLD~ can bring to c o o p e r a t i v e c o n s t r a i n t solving. T h e conclusions are p r o m i s i n g a n d we feel confident to u n d e r t a k e a future i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of BALi using M A N I F O L D .
T h e rest of this p a p e r is organized as follows. T h e n e x t section is a brief overview of BALi, its o r g a n i z a t i o n a l model, a n d the weaknesses of its i m p l e m e n t a t i o n . I n Section 3, after an overview of M A N I F O L D , we d e s c r i b e t h e coord i n a t i o n / c o m m u n i c a t i o n of BALI using t h e f e a t u r e s of t h e M A N I F O L D system. W e t h e n highlight t h e i m p r o v e m e n t s t h a t we feel are m o s t significant for c o n s t r a i n t solving (Section 4). Finally, we conclude in Section 5 a n d discuss some future work.
BALI: AN ENVIRONMENT FOR SOLVER COLLABO-RATIONS
BALI [21] is an environment for solver collaboration (i.e., solver cooperation [25, 14] and solver combination [26, 29] ) that separates constraint programming (the host language) from constraint solving (the solver collaboration language).
The host language is a constraint programming language [34] or possibly a constraint logic programming lmaguage [16, 11] which, when necessary, expresses the required solver collaboration through the solver collaboration language. The solver collaboration language supports three strategies called solving strategies. The first strategy consists of determining the satisfiability of the constraint store each time a new constraint occurs ("incremental use of a solver"). The second strategy is eat alternative to this m e t h o d that solves the constraint store when a final state is reached (e.g., the end of resolution for logic prograanming). The last strategy allows the user to trigger the solvers on demand, for example, to test the satisfiability of the store after several constraints have been settled. Furthermore, BALI allows several solver collaborations, in conjunction with different solving strategies, to coexist in a single system. For example, solver $1 can be used incrementally while $2 only executes at the end, and ~ and $4 are always triggered by the user.
Since the constraint prograanming part of BALI is less interesting from the point of view of coordination i this paper focuses on its constraint solving techniques, i.e., the constraint solver collaboration language of BALI. This domain independent language has been designed for realizing a solving mechanism in terms of solver collaborations following certain solving strategies. The basic objects handled by the language are heterogeneous solvers. They are used inside collaboration primitives that integrate several paradigms (such as sequentiality, parallelism, and concurrency) commonly used in solver combination or cooperation. In order to write finer strategies, we have also introduced some control primitives (such as iterator, fixed-point, and conditional) in the collaboration language.
At the implementation level, BALI is a distributed cooperative constraint programming system, composed of a language for solver collaboration (whose implementation allows one to realize servers to which potential clients can connect) plus a host language (whose implementation is a special client of the server). Solver collaboration is a glassbox mechanism which enables one to link black-box tools, i.e., the solvers.
Some applications have already used BALI [23] . For exampie, a simulation of CoSAc [25] has been realized, and some other solver collaborations have been designed for non-linear constraints.
The Constraint Solver Collaboration Language Of BALI
A detailed description of the solver collaboration language of BALI can be found in [23, 21] . In this section, we give a brief overview of some of the collaboration primitives of BALI. The complete syntax of the solver collaboration language of BALI is given in Figure 1 SequentialiQi (denoted by seq) means t h a t the solver Ez will execute on the constraint store C ~, which is the result XThe constraint programming part of BALI is described in [21] and [22] . of the application of the solver J~l o n the constraint store C.
W h e n several solvers are working in parallel (denoted by s p l i t ) , the constraint store C is sent to each and every one of them. Then, the results of all solvers are gathered together in order to constitute a new constraint store analogous to C.
Concurrency (denoted by do) is interesting when several solvers based on different methods can be applied to nondisjoint parts of the constraint store. The result of such a collaboration is the result of a single solver Sq composed with the constraints thaL S did not manipulate. The result of S must also satisfy a given property ~b which is a coneurrenc!l function (the set ~ in Figure 1 ). For example, basic is a standard ftmction in ~ that returns the result of the first solver t h a t finishes executing. Some more complex ~b functions can be considered, such as solved_form which selects the result of the first solver whose solution is in a specific solved form on the computation domain. The results of the other solvers (which may even be stopped as soon as S is chosen) are not taken into account. The concurrency primitive is similar to a "don't care" commitment but also provides control for choosing the new store (using ~b functions). These primitives (which comprise the computation part of the collaboration language) can be connected with combinators (which compose the control part, using primitives such a.s iterators, conditionals, mad fixed-points) in order to design more complex solver collaborations.
Id E I (identifiers)
The fized-point combinator (denoted by f_p) repeatedly applies a solver collaboration until no more information can be extracted from the constraint store. This combinator allows one to create an idempotent solver/collaboration from a non-idempotent solver/collaboration.
The above primitives and combinators are completely statically defined. We now introduce obaervation functions of the constraint store which allow one to get more dynamic primitives. These functions are evaluated at runtime (when entering a primitive) using the current constraint store. These functions m a y be either arithmetic (the set O.A in Figure 1) or Boolean (the set O/~ in Figure 1 ). Arithmetic observation functions have the profile: ~tores --~ N.
Three such functions are: (1)card_vat computes the number of distinct variables in the constraint store. This is interesting for solvers that are sensitive to the number of variables. (2) card.c returns the number of atomic constraints that comprise the store. This is important for solvers whose complexity is a function of the number of constraints (such as solvers based on propagation). (3)card_~ni_var returns the number of univariate atomic constraints. This is essential for solvers whose efficiency is improved with univariate constraints (such as interval propagation solvers).
Boolean observation functions have the profile: ~qtores Boolean. Three such functions are: (1) linear tests whether there exists any variable that occurs more than once in an atomic constraint. This is of interest in deciding the applicability of a linear solver. (2) ~tni_var tests whether there is at least one univariate equality in the store. This information is important since, for example, univariate constraints are generally the starting point of interval propagation. (3) tri tests whether the store is in triangular form (i.e., there are some equality constraints over a variable X, some over variables X and Y, some over X, Y and Z, ...). This is interesting for eliminating variables, or determining an ordering for the GrSbner bases computation.
The repeat combinator (denoted by rep) is similar to the flzed-point combinator, but allows applying a solver n times: n is the result of the application of an observation function (or a composition of observation functions) to the constraint store. Since this primitive takes into account the constraint and its form at run-time, it improves the dynamic aspect of the collaboration language.
Finally, the conditional combinator (denoted by if) applies one solver/collaboration or another, depending on the evaluation of a condition (which can also depend on observation functions of the constraint store).
The following example illustrates the solver collaboration language:
Consider applying this collaboration scheme to the constraint store e 2. First A is applied to c and returns ci. Then, B, C, and V are applied to ci. The first one that finishes gives the new constraint store c2. Then E, and F execute on c2. The solution c3 is a composition of c~ (the solution of E) and c~ (the solution of F). Finally, G is repeatedly applied to ca until a fLx-point, c4, is reached, which is the final solution of the collaboration.
Organizational Model And Implementation
The role of the organizational model we have implemented is: 1) to create a distributed environment for integrating heterogeneou~ solvers a, 2) to establish communication between solvers in spite of their differences, 3) to coordinate their executions. Such an organizational model turns solver collaborations into servers to which clients (such as the implementation of the host language or all kinds of processes requiring a solver) can connect. This model enabled us to implement BALI and create/execute solver collaborations [21] .
2In order to simplify the explanation, we consider here solvers that return only one solution (one disjunct). We detail ~he treatment of disjunctions in the next sections.
SEach solver (software, library of tools, cllent/server architecture) has its own data representation, is written in a different programming language, and executes on a different architecture and operating system.
Agent
The realizations of solvers and solver collaborations are heterogeneous. However, by an encapsulation mechanism we homogenize the system, and obtain what we call agents. Each agent is autonomous and is created, works, and terminates independently from the others. Hence, agents can execute in parallel or concurrently in a distributed architecture.
Solvers are encapsulated to create simple agents. As shown in [21] , a solver collaboration is a solver. Applying this concept to the architecture, encapsulation becomes a hierarchical operation. Hence, several simple agents can be encapsulated in order to build a comple~ agent. However, viewed from the outside of a capsule, simple and complex agents are identical. In the cuxrent implementation of BALI, solvers are encapsulated into ECLiPSe 4 processes (see Figure 2 ). Hence, ECLiPSe launches the solvers and re-connects their input and output through pipes. The data structure converters are written in Prolog and the data exchanges between capsules and solvers are performed via strings. The encapsulation also provides a constraint store for the solver it represents (a local database for storing the information), an admissibility function (which is able to recognize which constraints of the store can be handled by the solver), and a recomposition function (which recreates an equivalent store using the constraints treated by the solvers, and the constraints not admissible by the solver). The interface of an agent is an ECLiPSe process. Moreover, Prolog terms can be transmitted between two ECLiPSe processes. Inter-agent communication is thus realized with high level terms, and not strings or bits. Furthermore, there is no need for syntactic analyzers between pairs of agents. A complex agent (encapsulation of a solver collaboration) behaves like a simple agent, though its internal environment is a bit different (see Figare 3). It has a constraint store for keeping the information it receives: this is its knowledge base. For managing this base, it has a recomposition function which re-builds the constraint store when some agents send some of their solutions. The major work of a complex agent is the coordination (as determined by the collaboration primitive it represents) of the agents it encapsulates.
SUPERI(2R AGENT
4ECLiPSe [20] is the "Common Logic Programming System" developed at ECI~C. 
Coordination
We now describe the coordination of the implementation of BAU (see [21] for more details), but not the coordination of its formal model. An agent can be in one of three different s~atea: running (R), sleeping (5), or waiting (W). When an agent receive a constraint c, it becomes running to solve c. An agent is in the W state when it is waiting for the answer from one or more agents. An agent is in the S state when it is neither running nor waiting. These states together with the communication among agents, enable us to describe the coordination of the constraint solvers.
Sequential primitive: seq(,_ql,S~ ..... ,.q,) tries to solve a constraint by sequentially applying several solvers. It first sends a constraint to $1 and waits for a solution c1 for it. When it receives a solution from $1, it sends it to $2, waits for a solution c2, sends it to Ss, and so on, until it reaches S,~. Finally, the solution ~ from S, is forwarded to the superior agent as one of the solutions of the sequential primitive.
Since we consider solvers that enumerate their solutions (i.e., each solution represents a disjunct of the complete solution), the sequential agent must wait for the other disjuncts of S.
which will be treated the same way as cn. Backtracking is then performed on S,-1, S,~-2 and back to $1-In a sequential collaboration, several agents are "pipelined" and work in "parallel", but the solutions are passed "sequentially" from one agent to the next.
Split primitive: split(S1,S2 ..... S,) applies several solvers in parallel on the same constraints. The solution of split is a Cartesian-product-like re-composition of all the solutions of ,.ql,$2,... ,,-qn. When a split agent receives a solve request from its superior, it forwards it to all its Si's-Then, it waits and stores all the solutions of each S~. Finally, the split agent creates all the elements of the Cartesian-product of the solutions, and sends them one by one to its superior agent.
~b_don't care primitive: dc(~bl,S1,S2 ..... S,) introduces concurrency among solvers. Upon receiving a constraint c from its superior, the don't care agent forwards c to all its sub-agents, S~'s. Then it waits for a solution c* from any of its sub-agents. If c' does not satisfy ~bl 5 then c' is forgotten and the don't care agent waits for a solution from another sub-agent (other than the one that produced c'). As soon as the don't care agent receives a solution c' from some S~ s~ is an element of the set ~ of boolesn ~unctions. They test whether or not a constraint satisfies some properties.
that satisfies ~1, all other sub-agents are stopped and c', as well as all other solutions produced by S~, are forwarded to the superior agent.
fix-point primitive: f_p(S) repeatedly applies S on a constraint, until no more information can be extracted from the constraint. The solving process starts when the fix-point agent receives a constraint c from its superior. It is an iteratire process and in each iteration k, we consider a set Ck of disjuncts to be treated by S (e.g., in iteration 1, C1 consists of a single element, c). In iteration k, the m~ disjuncts of Ck must be treated by S: the fix-point agent chooses one element of Ck, c~j, removes it from CTk, sends it to ,5' and collects all the solutions from S. If the s solution from S is equal to ck,~ (a fix-point has been reached for this disjunct), the fix-point agent forwards it to its superior agent. Otherwise, the solutions produced by S are added to C~+1. The same treatment is applied to all the elements of C~ to complete the set C~+1 and the solving process enters iteration k + 1. The process terminates when at the end of iteration k, the set C~+1 is empty.
repeat primitive: The coordination for the repe~ primitive (rep(~,5)) is identical to the fix-point collaboration, except that it stops after a given number n of iterations. The number ~ is computed at run-time: it is the result of the application of the arithmetic function 6 to the current constraint store. The arithmetic function 6 is composed of arithmetic observation functions of the constraint store (elements in O.A, see Figure 1 ). The solving process starts when the repeat agent receives a constraint c from its superior. First, n is computed: n ----6(c). Then, the coordination is analogous to the one of the fix-point primitive. The process terminates at the end of iteration n, when every solution returned by S for every disjunct in C, is sent to the superior agent.
conditional primitive: if (7, S1, S2) is reather simple. When it receives a constraint c from its superior agent, this primitive applies the function 7 to c. The Boolean function "7 is composed of both arithmetic and Boolean observation functions of the constraint store. If 7(c) is true, then c is forwarded to the sub-collaboration $1, otherwise to the subcollaboration $2. Then, this primtive becomes an intermediary between one of the sub-agents and its superior agent, i.e., as soon as the selected sub-agent sends a solution, it is forwarded immediately to the superior agent. In fact, after evaluation of 7(c) the conditional primitive acts similarly to a sequential primitive having a single sub-agent.
Weaknesses OF The Implementation
Although ECLiPSe provides some functionality for managing processes and communication, it is not a coordination language. Thus, our implementation does not exactly realize the formal model of BALi: some features are jeopsxdized, or even missing, as described below.
Disjunctions of constraints The disjunctions of constralnts returned by a solver are treated one after the other, and for some primitives, they are even stored and their treatment is delayed. For the sequential primitive, this does not dsastically jeopardize the solving process. But for the fixpoint primitive, this really endangers the resolution. We must walt for all the disjuncts of a given iteration before entering the next one. A solution would be to duplicate the solver; but due to the encapsulation mechanism, this is not eWhen reaching a fix-point, a solver can return only one solution.
reasonable. This treatment of disiunction leads to a loss of efficiency, and to a mixed search during solving (which is not completely convenient from the constraint programming point of view).
Static architecture Another limitation of BALI is due to the fact that architectures representing collaborations are fixed. Due to some implementation constraints and the limitations of coordination features of ECLiPSe, the collaborations are first completely launched before being used to solve constraints. Thus, we have a loss of dynamics: 1) parts of the architecture are created even when they are not required, 2) agents cannot be duplicated (although this would be interesting for some primitives such as fix-point), and 3) as stated before, the disjunctions are not always hand.led efficiently.
Other compromised features Although the formal model of BALI allows the use of "light" solvers, the implementation is not well suited to support such agents: their coarse grain encapsulation uses more memory and CPU than the solver. Thus, mixing heavy solvers (such as GB [10] , Maple [12] ) and light solvers (such as rewrite rules or transformation rules) is not recommended.
No checks are made to ensure that an architecture and its communication channels have been created properly. Management of resources and load balancing are static: before launching a collaboration, the user must decide on which machine the solver will run.
MANIFOLD:
A
NEW COORDINATION FOR BALI
We now explain how we can use the coordination language MANIFOLD [3] to significantly improve the implementation of BALI, and remain closer to its formal model.
3.1
The Coordination Language MANIFOLD MANIFOLD is a language for managing complex, dynamically changing interconnections among sets of independent, concurrent, cooperative processes [1]. MANIFOLD is based on the IWIM model of communication [2] . The basic concepts in the IWIM model (thus also in MANIFOLD) are processes, events, pores, and channels. Its advantages over the Targeted-Send/Receive model (on which object-oriented programming models and tools such as PVM [13] , PAR-MACS [15] , and MPI [7] are based) are discussed in [1, 27] . A MANIFOLD application consists of a (potentially very large) number of processes running on a network of heterogeneous hosts, some of which may be parallel systems. Processes in the same application may be written in different programming languages.
The MANIFOLD system consists of a compiler, a runtime system library, a number of utility programs, libraries of built-in and pre-defined processes, a link file generator called MLINK and a run-time con~gurator called CONFIG. The system has been ported to several different platforms (e.g-, SGI Irix 6.3, SUN 4, Solaris 5.2, IBM SP/1, SP/2, and Linux). MLINK uses the object files produced by the (MANIFOLD and other language) compilers to produce link files and the makefiles needed to compose the executables files for each required platform. At the run time of an application, CONFIG determines the actual host(s), where the processes (created in the MANIFOLD application) will run. rThe search strategy is breadth-first for the fix-point and repeat primitives, but depth-first for the sequential and don't care primitives.
The library routines that comprise the interface between MANIFOLD and processes written in the other languages (e.g., C), automatically perform the necessary data format conversions when data are routed between various different machines.
MANIFOLD hmq been successfully used in a number of applications, including in parallelization of a real-life, heavy duty Computational Fluid Dynamics algorithm originally written in Fortran77 [8, 9, 18] , and implementation of LooselyCoupled Genetic Algorithms on parallel and distributed platforms [31, 33, 32] .
BALI In MANIFOLD
Although BALI solvers are black-boxes and are heterogeneous, this does not cause any problems for MANIFOLD, because it integrates the solvers as external workers. Thus, communication and coordination can be defined among them in the same way as with normal MANIFOLDagents-MANIFOLD can bring many improvements to BALI such as:
• robustness: managing the faults in the system is not an easy task with ECLiPSe.
• portability: MANIFOLD runs on several architectures, and requires only a thread facility and a subset of PVM [13] .
• modularity: in the current implementation, constraint solving is separated from constraint progra.rnrning. Using MANIFOLD, we can also split up the coordination part from the solving part. • extension of the collaboration language: each primitive will be an independent coordinator. Thus, adding a new primitive will be simplified.
• additional new features: MANIFOLD provides tools to implement certain functionalities that are not available in the current version of BALI (e.g., choice of the machines, light weight processes, architectures, load balancing, etc.).
In the following, we elaborate only on the most significant of the above points, i.e., the ones that make an intensive use of the MANIFOLD features or the ones that are the most significant for constraint solving- The current encapsulation (one ECLiPSe process for each solver/collaboration) is really heavy. MANIFOLD can produce lighter capsules using threads to realize filters and workers. They will replace the computation modules of ECLiPSe. Thus, a simple agent (see Figuxe 4) can consist of:
Lighter Agents
• a coordinator for managing the messages and agents inside the encapsulation. This coordinator is also the in/out gate of the capsule (when communicating with superior agents).
• a solver, which is the same as in the previous implementation.
• four filters (MANIFOLD workers): the first filters the constraints the solver can handle, the second converts the data into the syntax of the solver, the third converts the solutions of the solver into the global syntax s and the last re-composes equivalent solutions based on the solutions of the solver and the constraints it cannot handle.
A complex agent (see Figure 5 ) is now the encapsulation of several simple/complex agents together with some filters. The filters and the coordinator (coordinators are described in Section 3.2.2) are specialized for the collaboration primitive the agent represents. For a split collaboration, only one filter is required: a store manager which collects all the solutions from the sub-agent and incrementally builds the elements of their Cartesian-product (as soon as one element is completed, it is sent to the coordinator). In a ~b_don't care primitive, one filter is required for applying the ~, function to the constraints. For the sequential primitive, as well as the fix-point, no filters are required. This new kind of encapsulation has several advantages. The global architecture representing a solver collaboration will require less processes than before, and also less memory. This is due to several facts: the use of threads instead of heavy processes, the notion of filters, and the sharing of workers, filters, and solvers between several agents (see Figure 6 ). The creation of another instance of a solver will depend on the activity of the already running instances. Agents are not black-boxes anymore: they become glassboxes sharing solvers and filters with other agents. But the main advantage is certainly the following: the coordination is now separated ~om the filters, encapsulated into individual modules, each of which depends on the specific type of collaboration it implements, and can use all the features of MANIFOLD. Thus, it is possible to arrive at a coordination scheme that respects the formal model of BALI, SGlobai syntax is the syntax used in the filters and between agents. 
Coordinators
Using MANIFOLD and the new encapsulation process, it is now possible to overcome the problems inherent in the previous implementation of BALI.
Dynamic handling of the solvers Since the coordination features are now separated fzom the filters and workers, the set up of the distributed architecture and its use are no longer disjoint phases. This means that when a solving request is sent, the collaboration will be built incrementally (agent after agent) and only the necessary components will be created. For example, in a conditional or guarded collaboration, only the "then" or the "else" sub-collaboration will be launched. If another request is sent to the same collaboration, the launched components will be re-used, possibly augmented by some newly created components. When a solver/collaboration is requested to solve a constraint, several cases can arise. If the solver/collaboration B has not already been launched, then an instance of S will be created. If it is already launched but all of its instances are busy (i.e., all instances of S are currently working on constraints) another instance will be created. Otherwise, one of the instances will be re-used for the new computation. The function find_instance manages this functionality (see Appendix A.1).
Dynamic handling of the disjunctions Contrary to the current implementation g, disjunctions are treated dynamically. We demonstrate this for the sequential collaboration seq(S1,Sz ..... S~). All the disjuncts produced by $1 must be sent to $2. With ECLiPSe, a disjunct cl of $1 is completely solved by $2, ..., S~ (meaning all possible disjuncts created by $2, ..., S,~ are produced), before treating the next disjunct c2 of $1. MANIFOLD allows us to use pipelines to solve c2 as soon as it is produced by B1-If $2 is still working on cl, and all the other instances of $2 are busy, then a new instance of $2 is created for solving cz. The treatment of cz is no longer postponed. This mechanism applies to all sub-agents of the sequential agent.
This introduces a new problem: there may be a combinatorial explosion of the number of instances of $2, ..-, S~. However, this can rarely happen: while an agent S~ is producing solutions, the agent S~+1 is already solving (and has already solved) some of the previous constraints. Thus, 9Currently, the fix-point coordinator waits for all the solutions of the sub-collaboration before entering the next iteration. some instances have already returned to a sleeping state and can be re-used. Nevertheless, the following case may arise. Suppose the solvers S~ are arranged such that as the index i grows, the designated solvers, 8i, become slower, and suppose every ,.q~ creates disjuncts. The number of instances will become exponential in this case, and the system will therefore run out of resources. In order to overcome this problem, the number of instances can be limited (see Appendix A.1). Thus, when a solving request is to be sent to the agent S, and the maximal number of (its) instances is reached, and all its instances are busy, the superior agent will wait for the fKrst instance to retttrn to the sleeping state. This mechanism does not imply a completely dynamic treatment of the disjunctions. However, it gives a good compromise between the delay for solving a disjunct and the physical limitation of the resources.
for the primitives We now describe the coordinators for the sequential primitive. Some other primitives are detailed in Appendix A. The algorithms are presented here in a Pascal-like language extended with an event functionality. We consider a queue of messages m from p meaning that the measage m was received on the port p. task m from p alg means that we remove the message m from the port p and execute the algorithm alg (the message m from p is the condition for executing the task alg). The latter cannot be interrupted, end is a message that is sent by an agent when it has enumerated all its disjuncts. The agents have a number of flags representing the states described in Section 2.2.2. possible to create a new instance, then the same message is sent again, and will be treated later.
To detect the end of a sequential primitive, we count the solutions and end messages of each of the sub-agent. An agent S~ becomes sleeping when Si-~ is already sleeping, and when S~ produces as many end messages as the number /V/.i --1 of solutions of Si-1.
The superior agent So is never duplicated inside a collaboration, since the coordinator can create only a sub-architecture; the collaboration does not duplicate itself. That is the job of the superior agent: it either fi.uds a free instance of the collaboration, or creates one if the maximal number of instances is not yet reached (see Figures 7 and 8 for an example of duplication). 
EXPECTED IMPROVEMENTS
We have seen that coordination languages, and MANIFOLD in particular, are helpful for implementing cooperative constraint solving. However, the adva~ltages are not only at the implementation level. MANIFOLD allows all implementation closer to the formal model of BALi, and this implies some significant benefits for constraint solving: faster execution time, better debugging, and clarity of the search [28] during constraint solving (see Table 9 ). The architecture also gains through some improvements: robustness, reliability, quality, and a better management of the resources (see Table 10 ). This last point also has consequences for the end user: as the architectures representing a solver collaboration become lighter, the end user can build more and more complex collaborations, and thus, solve problems that could not be tackled before.
Constraint solving
, take one, and continue with it until reaching a solution, then backtrack to try the other candidates. One of the reasons for this choice is that, generally, only one solution is required. Contraxy to the first implementation of BALI, the coordination we described with MANIFOLD leads to what we call a "parallel depth-first and quick-first" search. The parallel depth-first search is obvious. The quick-first search arises from the fact that each constraint flows through the agents independently from the others. Hence (ignoring the boundary condition of reaching the instance limits of solvers, mentioned above), it is never delayed by another constraint, nor stops at the input of a solver or in a queue. The result is that the solution which is the fastest to compute (even if it is not originated from the first disjunct of a solver) has a better chance to become the first solution given by the solver collaboration 10.
Debugging, collaboration improvement, and graphical interface to present output will be eased. The coordinators can duplicate the messages and send them to a special worker. This latter can then be linked to a display window (text or graphic) or a profiler. It will enable users observe the flow of data in a collaboration. Thus, users can extract statistics on the utilization of the solvers and draw conclusions on the efficiency of a newly designed collaboration. All this process can lead to a methodology for designing solver collaborations.
Due to its encapsulation techniques, the current implementation jeopardizes the use of ~'fine grain" solvers (solvers that require little memory and CPU). Although we can envisage encapsulating a single function with an ECLiPSe process, this is not reasonable. Though not really designed for fine grain agents, MANIFOLD still gives more freedom to use single functions (such as rewrite rules or constraints transformations) as solvers. With MANIFOLD, single functions for simplifying the constraints can easily be inserted in a collaboration as threads without compromising the efficiency of the whole architecture; this significantly enlarges the set of solvers that can be integrated in BALI. Coordination is now separated from collaboration: a collaboration primitive implies a coordinator separated from the converters, recomposition functions, and admissibility x°When a branch leads faster to a solution, we find it quickly, because we do not have to explore all branches before this one_ functions. Thus, with the same filters we can easily implement new primitives: only the coordinator has to be modified, and in some cases a filter must be added.
Architecture The major limitation of BALI is the large amount of resources it requires. Of course, this is an intrinsic problem with cooperative solvers: they are generally costly in memory, CPU, etc. But another limiting factor is the overhead of the current encapsulation mechanism. With the new encapsulation technique, MANIFOLD will decrease the required resources. Furthermore~ with dynamic handling of disjunctions, we expect the new architecture to be less voracious. The system will gain in robustness, since currently no failure detection of the architecture is possible. The collaborations will be more stable mad less susceptible to broken communication and memory allocation problems. The dynamic building of the architecture wiU decrease the number of unnecessary processes: only the agents required in a computation axe launched.
The only negative point is the increased communication. With the current implementation, the encapsulation is composed of two communicating processes: ECLiPSe and a solver. All the filters are modules of the ECLiPSe process. With MANIFOLD, the filters are independent agents that also exchange information. However, this should not create a bottle-neck since messages are generally short, communicating agents are usually threads in the smme process that end up using shared memory to communicate, and no single agent conducts nor monitors all communication.
CONCLUSION
We have introduced an alternative approach for designing cooperative constraint solving systems. Coordination languages, and MANIFOLD in particular, exhibit properties that are appropriate for implementing BALI. However, implementation improvement is not the only advantage. Using MANIFOLD we can produce a system closer to the formal model of BALI, and some significant benefits axe also obvious for constraint solving. The major improvements are the treatment of the disjunctions, the homogenization of search, and the reduction of required resources. A fare management of the disjuncts returned by a solver often leads to quicker solutions. Moreover, due to replication, the complete set of solutions is always computed more efficiently. Although the mixed search used in the current implementation of BALI does not really influence resolution when looking for all the solutions of a problem, it becomes a real nuisance when looking for only one solution. Furthermore, observing the reso-lution and following the flow of constraints is not conceivable. MANIFOLD overcomes this problem by providing a "parailel depth-ffirst and quick-first" search: each d.isjunct is handled independently, and thus no constraint resolution is delayed or queued.
Comparing BALI to other systems (such as cc [30] and Oz [19] ) is not easy since they do not have the same objectives [21] . cc is a formal framework for concurrent constraint programming, and Oz is a concurrent constraint programming system. However, one of the major distinctions is that BALI, contrary to Oz and co, enables the collaboration of heterogeneous solvers. Another essential difference concerns the separation of tasks. With Oz and co, constraint prograanming, constraint solving, and coordination of agents axe mixed. With 8AU, constraint programming is separated from cooperative constraint solving, and using MANIFOLD, cooperative constraint solving is split up into coordination of agents and constraint solving: each aspect of cooperative constraint programming is an independent task. Since the implementation model of eAtl with MANIFOLD is clearly defined, we can surely start with the implementation phase. Moreover, we know the feasibility of the task, and have already qualified (as well as roughly quantified) the improvements. Hence, we know that it is a worthwhile work.
In the future, we plan to integrate a visual interface to assist programmers in writing more complex solver collaborations. This can be achieved using Visifold [6] and some predefmed "graphical" coordinators.
In order to perform optimization, we are thinking of adding another search technique to BALI; a best solution search (branch and bound). This kind of search is generally managed by the constraint language. However, MANIFOLD coordinators that represent collaboration primitives can perform the following tasks: tlley can eliminate the disjuncts that are above the current "best" solution, and also manage the updating of the current best solution. Branching can, thus, be improved and performed sooner.
The constraint solver extension mechanism of SoleX [24] associated to the constraint sent to p.j.out p.queuing.$n Z port used for queuing messages that cannot be sent to an agent (when all instances of the agent are busy) task c from p.sup.in: Z solving request from the superior agent n=delta(c) if n >= 0 then j=find_instance(S) if j<>NULL then instance j of S is Running send c to p.j.out send 1 to p'.j.out first resolution of c with S else send (c,I) to p.qusuinE.in else send c to p.sup.out send end to p.sup.out task (c,n') from p.queuing.in ~ the request is sent again and again till an instance of i is free j=find_instance(S) if j<>NULL then instance j of S is Running send c to p.j.out send n" to p'.j.out else send (c,n') to p.queuing.in task c from p.j.in • n' from p'.j.in: send n' to p'.j.in: if n=n' then send c to p.sup.out else n'=n~+l k=find_instance(S) if k<>NULL then instance k of S is Running send c to p.k.out send n' to p'.k.out else send (c,n') to p.queuiag.in task end from p.j.in: instance j of S is Sleeping if all instances of S are Sleeping then send end to p.sup.out
As soon ~ a constraints c is received from the superior agent, the number of iterations is computed (n--delta(c)). Then, S must be applied n times on c, i.e., the depth of the solving tree will be n. Each time a constraint is sent to a sub-agent, the number of times S has been applied to it is ~so sent to a special port.
In order to test whether we reached the required depth for a given constraint, we use a task attached to two messages: one ~om a sub-agent, and the other one from the "memory" port associated to this agent. This task, -cask c from p.j .in & n' from pJ .j .in, results from a disjunct e (coming from the instance j of S) that have already been treated n' times. If n'=n, the disjunct c is forwarded to the superior agent, otherwise c is sent again to an instance k of S, and n'÷l is sent to the "memory" port associated with the instance k.
Notice that in all cases, n' is re-sent to the "memory" port associated with the instance j of S: indeed, S can produce several disjuncts, and each of them is at the same depth.
The end of the collaboration is reached when all instances of S are sleeping, i.e., none of them is working and the depth of each branch of the solving tree is n. An e~zd message is then sent to the superior agent.
The queuing mechanism stores a constraint together with the number of times it has already been solved with S.
We can consider this coordinator as a transformation of coordinators: as soon as n is computed, the coordinator repeat(delta,S) can be replaced by the coordinator seq(S, -.-, S). However, this can lead to a system that may ~,. ,~ times be less easy to trace.
SI: sub-agent S2: sub-agent SO: sup-agent This coordinator is the simplest one. When the superior agent sends a constraints c to the if coordinator, it evaluates 3, on c (cond=gAwm~t(c)). If cond is true, then c must be forwarded to S1, and otherwise to $2. Thus, as soon as a solution is received (c from p.i.in, either from S1 if cond is true, or from $2), it is forwarded to the superior agent.
Since cond=gn~a(c) is evaluated once, the queuing mechanism must store whether $I or $2 is to be used.
We can consider another version of the conditional coordinator without queuing ports: waiting messages can be re-sent to p. sup. in. But, in order to get homogeneous messages on p. sup. in, only the constraint can be re-sent, which leads to the disadvantage that condffig~(c) will have to be executed several times.
